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Abstract. Broadcast mechanism is prevalent in many forms of electronic networks. Modeling broadcast protocols succinctly and reasoning
about how secure these protocols are is gaining importance as society
increasingly comes to depend on a wide variety of electronic communications. In this work we present a modified ambient calculus where the
nature of communication is broadcast within domains. We allow reconfigurable configurations of communication domains, access restrictions to
domains and the capability of modeling cryptographic communication
protocols in broadcast scenarios.
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Introduction

In a world of increasing dependence on electronic communications between reconfigurable and mobile devices, there is a clear need for accurate formal systems to model these devices and their communications to facilitate guaranteeing
such properties as functionality and security (especially privacy and integrity).
Ambients [9], including boxed ambients [5,2], are formalisms that have been developed to model such mobile devices and their communication. Ambients have
an associated topology that confines their movement and their communication
options. This topology has traditionally been restricted to tree structures, and
communication and movement have been restricted to adjacent ambients. The
tree structure implies that an ambient can only be “in” one other ambient at
a given time. This poses problems for modeling aspects of networks, such as
routers. A router is most naturally modeled as being “in” multiple domains at
once. Similarly, a laptop with an ethernet connection, a bluetooth connection
and a dialup-modem connection, can be thought of as being “in” three different domains at once. The restriction of the topology to tree structures prevents
modeling these devices that way. In this work, we loosen this constraint to allow
the topology to be that of a dynamically reconfigurable directed acyclic graph,
thus allowing one ambient to be in more than one other ambient at a given time,
or possibly none at all.
In theoretical models of systems, and ambients in particular, communication
is often modeled using point-to-point channels. Depending on the particular cal-

culus, many processes may have access to a given channel, but each communication will have a unique recipient. Within such frameworks, modeling broadcast
and multicast communications must be done using multiple unicasts. Let us
consider a π-calculus [15] implementation of a message being broadcasted over a
channel. In order to ensure that this message can be received by every possible
recipient, the message sending action has to be replicated.
Server =!(chM i.nil); Clienti = c(xi ).Pi ; Network = Server | Client1 | Client2 | . . .
This implementation of a broadcast communication using π-calculus is incorrect
in the sense that it does not enforce receiving the message M simultaneously by
every recipient. One recipient may receive it much later than another recipient.
An adversary can choose to come in any time after the message has been sent to
sniff the message. As a result, it allows for possible behaviors in the model that
can not arise in practice.
Alternatives to this have been devised using broadcast communications. These
include broadcast communication limited to a specified domain. However, in
frameworks with broadcast within a domain, the domains are relatively static
with only at most code moving among them. Because the code alone is mobile,
it carries no identity with it, which limits the ability to concisely and accurately
model the organization of the domains, and model the restriction of access to
the domains by other domains. In our work, we have broadcast communication
within ambients. Messages announced to the ambient are heard by the ambient
and all ambients directly within it. Ambients may restrict access to themselves,
and hence to the privilege of the communication within them, based on the
identity of potential entrants, without requiring that their names be hidden.
Let us now consider a wifi network existing in a home. The wireless network
usually continually broadcasts its identity (SSID) to the rest of the world on its
wavelength. Anyone capable of capturing wireless communication on that wavelength is capable of listening to this name. The wireless network gets to announce
its name even when no one is listening for it. If the network does not secure itself,
then typically anyone who knows its name, can enter it. Once a rogue computer
enters this network, it can send and receive packets of its own and listen to all
the communication occurring inside the network, as all packets are essentially
broadcasted in a wireless network. In order to be able to prevent indiscriminate
access to the home network, the network should not be allowing everyone to gain
access to itself. The simplest method of access control is Machine Authentication
Code (MAC) filtering, where a computer is allowed access to a network only if it
has a network card with a pre-approved MAC. This can allow the home network
to deny access to an unauthorized computer from the house next door. Also, the
router of the wifi network connects the computers connected to the home wireless
network with the outside world. This router is capable of directly communicating
to the outside internet network and the home computers. Hence, virtually it is
present in multiple communication domains simultaneously. Any computer such
as a laptop belonging to a household member should be allowed access and also
it should be allowed to leave the network whenever the user of the laptop simply

shuts it off. Finally, each computer on the home network should be able to hide
from all other computers whatever it is communicating with the rest of the world.
This scenario leads to the necessity of a calculus which is able to model (i)
distinct regions of computation; (ii) broadcast communication within the regions
of communication, where all listeners get to listen to the communication simultaneously, irrespective of whether the speaker knows of the listeners’ identities
or not, and also irrespective to whether there is anyone actually listening for
the communication or not; (iii) allowing indiscriminate access to a region; (iv)
allowing access control via selective permission to enter a region; (v) allowing
elegant representation of regions being inside multiple domains, for example, as
said before, a laptop computer connected to the home wifi network, may also
be connected to a workplace network via dialup connection; (vi) allowing the
hierarchy of the regions to be a directed acyclic graph with the capability of
modeling that a region can be a standalone region, that is, it may at some times
be adjacent to no other region, (vii) allowing regions to leave other regions at
their free will, without requiring any permission from the regions that it is trying
to leave; (viii) allow regions to engage in cryptographic communication protocols
to be able to secure their data. None of the existing process calculi, especially
the ambient calculi and the broadcast calculi, are capable of modeling all these
aspects of the home wireless network. We list what aspects the other existing
related process calculi can encode in the related works section in Section 6. Our
directed acyclic hierarchy of ambients and broadcast communication is however
a novel combination.
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2.1

Secure Broadcast Ambients
Syntax of Secure Broadcast Ambients

In order to define the syntax of Secure Broadcast Ambients we use the following
categories of identifiers: ambient names: n, m ∈ Amb, message variables: x ∈
MessVar and key variables: k ∈ Keys. The syntax of Secure Broadcast Ambients
is presented in Table 1. Messages, Processes and Systems are the main syntactic
categories. We only mention interesting aspects of the syntax. Apart from the
variables, a message can be a pair of messages or an encrypted message. Each
ambient contains a process. Processes are built from the usual constructs, such
as replication. parallel combination, and prefixing with actions.
An ambient n can indicate its intention to move into another ambient by a
in m prefix. However, this movement can only be successful if a corresponding
permission is there to allow this move. The corresponding permission can be
either in n allowing specifically n to enter, or in indicating permission for any
ambient. As we shall see in Section 3, the only further restriction placed on
entrance is that an ambient is not allowed to enter a descendant of itself. This
interpretation of ambient movement leads to a directed acyclic graph structure
for the hierarchy of ambients. In Secure Broadcast Ambients, an ambient can be
in multiple ambients at the same time. An ambient may even fail to be in any
ambient, for example, a laptop that has been turned off. An ambient n exits from

Messages:
M, N ::= x
| m
| (M, N)
| k
| {M }k
Format:
F ::= m
| {x}k
| (x, y)
Prefixes:
π ::=
|
|
|
|
|

in µ
in m
out m
(x)m
νk
hM im

Processes:
P, Q ::= nil
message ident
| P |Q
ambient name
| !P
pairing
| π.P
key
| cond M is N in P
encrypted message
| case M of F : P
ambient name
decryption
pairs
allow enter
enter
exit
input
new key
output

nil process
composition
replication
prefixing
data comparison
case analysis

Systems:
S ::= nilsystem
| m[P ]
| (x)m (S)
| νk.(S)
| νm :: L.(S)
| S1 || S2

empty system
ambient
broadcast receive
key restrict
ambient restrict
parallel

Ambient Pattern:
µ ::=
| m

any ambient
ambient name

Table 1. Syntax of Broadcast Ambients

the ambient m by the out m action without requiring any permission from any
other ambient, and without affecting the relationship of n to any other ambient.
The processes have sending and receiving prefixes for communication. We do
not have channels to be used for inter-ambient communication. In our calculus
the name of a parent ambient acts as the broadcast channel for both itself and
its children. This way, any ambient can listen to any conversation that is going on between any of its parents and their children. Henceforth channels are
synonymous with ambients.
A process can also perform matching, or case analysis on a message much in
the manner of [1]. The case analysis patterns are given by the formats. In this
work we only consider symmetric encryption and so the decryption key is the
same as the encryption key for every encrypted message.
We introduce systems, which are collections of ambients. A system can be
an empty system, an ambient, a system waiting to receive a message or multiple
systems in parallel. Systems can create a new key or a new ambient name with
a given parent list by restriction.
The free variables, free ambient names and free keys of messages, processes
and systems will be denoted by the function fv(), fn() and fk() respectively and
is defined the usual way. We use fi() for their union. Ambient and key restriction,
message input and case analysis are the binding constructs.
We now encode the components in the wireless home network as described
in the introduction using our syntax:
Wifi[!in Laptop .nil]|| Laptop[in Wifi .(x)Wifi .P ]||
Router[!((x)Wifi .hxiISP .nil) | !((x)ISP .hxiWifi .nil)]

The router, Router captures all outgoing packets in the home network, Wifi, and
forwards them to the ISP (its code is omitted here) and vice versa. Currently,
the wireless home network allows only the laptop, Laptop to enter the network.
The laptop first tries to enter the network and then as an example code we make
it listen on the network.
2.2

Structural equivalence of Broadcast Ambients

Structural equivalence is defined for each of processes and systems. It is the
smallest equivalence relation containing the rules in Table 2, closed under alpha equivalence (where ν, message receipt and case analysis are the binding
constructs), and the associativity and commutativity of parallel composition of
each of processes and systems, with nil and nilsystem as the respective identities. We omit some rules that are very similar to rules for ambients and process
calculi in general. Rules for restriction, permutation and pattern matching are
very similar to rules provided in [1]. Decryption is also performed by pattern
matching in an abstract fashion as in [1]. We use bi() to indicate the identifier
that is being bound in a restriction. We sometimes use u as an abbreviation for
νm :: L or νk.
The rule (StrSysPar) indicates that one ambient can have multiple scattered pieces with the same name. However, there will be only one ambient with
a particular name. The last four rules in Table 2 are the rules that enable broadcast communication. The rule (StrBrdcstListen) allows an ambient to lift
the receive action on a particular broadcast channel of a process within it up to
the level of the ambient system. The rule (StrCombListen) can then be used
to combine the listening systems. It is the principal rule that is used to model
broadcast systems. This rule combines multiple ambients listening on the same
channel so that later on only one transition is needed to send a message simultaneously to all the ambients listening on this ambient. In addition to being able to
send a message to multiple parties simultaneously, in a broadcast scenario, the
broadcaster can send out a message even if no one is listening on the broadcast
channel being used. The rule (StrNoListen) enables us to model this scenario.

3

Operational Semantics

The operational semantics of Secure Broadcast Ambients relies heavily on the
topological layout of the ambients under consideration. We now introduce configurations, which keep track of the topology of the ambients in a system.
3.1

Configuration

We first introduce the concept of a parent list, Π, for the ambients. The parent list keeps track of the ancestors for each ambient. A parent list is a finite
ordered list of pairs of ambients and ambient lists, written as [m0 :: L0 , m1 ::

!P ≡ P | !P
(StrNil Sys) m[nil] ≡ nilsystem
P ≡ Q ⇒ m[P ] ≡ m[Q] (StrSysPar) m[P1 | P2 ] ≡ m[P1 ]|| m[P2 ]
m[νk.P ] ≡ νk.m[P ]
(StrKey)
νu.νk.S ≡ νk.νu.S
νk1 .νk2 .P ≡ νk2 .νk1 .P (StrResNil) νu.nilsystem ≡ nilsystem
νu.(S1 || S2 ) ≡ S1 || νu.S2 , if bi(u) ∈
/ fi(S1 )
νu.(x)n .S ≡ (x)n .νu.S if n 6= bi(u)
νn :: L1 .νm :: L2 .S ≡ νm :: L2 .νn :: L1 .S,
if n 6= m and m ∈
/ L1 and n ∈
/ L2
(StrBrdcstListen) νm :: L.νn1 :: L01 . . . νnk :: L0k .m[(x)n .P ] ≡ νm :: L.νn1 :: L01 . . .
νnk :: L0k .((x)n (m[P ])), if m = n ∨ (m ∈
/ {n1 , . . . , nk } ∧ n ∈ L)
(StrNoListen)
(x)n (nilsystem) ≡ nilsystem
(StrNeutral)
(x)n .(S1 || S2 ) ≡ S1 || ((x)n .S2 ) if x ∈
/ f v(S1 )
(StrCombListen) (x)n .S1 || (y)n .S2 ≡ (z)n .(S1 [z/x]|| S2 [z/y]), z fresh in S1 , S2

(StrRepPar)
(StrProcSys)
(StrSysKey)
(StrPKey)
(StrRes Par)
(StrRes Rec)
(StrRes Res)

Table 2. Structural Equivalence

L1 , . . . , mn :: Ln ] where each Li is the list of parent ambients of ambient mi and
for each i and j such that 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n we have that mi 6= mj and if i ≤ j ≤ n
then mi ∈
/ Lj .
We allow our ambients to be decomposed into several parallel pieces as the
structural equivalence rules suggest. Hence, we need to consolidate the hierarchy
information for each ambient, so that all pieces have the same view of their
ancestry, and so that no cycle can arise in the hierarchical graph of the ambients.
Hence we introduce the idea of a configuration, ∆. Configurations represent
the partial ordering of the ambients by the parent-child relation, and are a
linearization of that order with parents always occurring to the left.
Definition 1. A configuration is a parent list Π = [m0 :: L0 , m1 :: L1 , . . . , mn ::
Ln ] with the additional constraint that ∀i.0 ≤ i ≤ n.p ∈ Li ⇒ ∃j.0 ≤ j < i.p =
mj . The set of all first components in a configuration ∆ will be denoted by
dom(∆) = {m | ∃L.(m, L) ∈ ∆}. We define a function # which concatenates
an ambient-parent list pair to a configuration as [m0 :: L0 , m1 :: L1 , . . . , mn ::
Ln ]#(m :: L) = [m0 :: L0 , m1 :: L1 ; . . . , mn :: Ln , m :: L] if m ∈
/ dom(∆) and
L ⊆ dom(∆), and otherwise it is undefined. We define ∆#Π as the iterative
folding of # over Π
We shall refer to the pair of a configuration and a system, ∆ . S, as a formation where ambsinsys(S) ⊆ dom(∆). ambsinsys(S) is a function that returns
all ambients of the form m[P ] syntactically appearing in the system S (definition omitted in this work). The set of all formations will be denoted by
F. Notice that ∆#(m :: L) is a configuration if it is defined. Also notice,
∆ = [m0 :: L0 , m1 :: L1 , . . . , mn :: Ln ] = [ ]#m0 :: L0 #m1 :: L1 # . . . #mn :: Ln .
When looking an ambient up in a configuration, we will start at the right, moving to the left. Because the parents of any ambient are always to the left of this
ambient in the configuration, we are ensured that a configuration always encodes
a directed acyclic graph.

Barb Co-In:

Barb In:
m ∈ dom(∆) ∧ m ∈
/ Ln

µ = ∨ (match(n, µ) = false∧
µ∈
/ dom(∆) ∪ Ln )

∆ # n :: Ln # Π.
n[in m .P ] ↓ in(n, m)

∆ # n :: Ln # Π . n[in µ .P ] ↓ in(n, µ)

Barb Send:
m ∈ ({n} ∪ ∆(n))

FormationStructBarb:
∆ 1 . S1 ≡ ∆ 2 . S2 ∆ 2 . S2 ↓ ξ

∆ . n[hM im .P ] ↓ send m
SysParBarb:
∆ . S1 ↓ ξ

NewKeyBarb:
∆.S ↓ξ

∆ . (S1 || S2 ) ↓ ξ

∆ . νk.S ↓ ξ

∆ 1 . S1 ↓ ξ
NewAmbBarb:
∆ # n :: L . S ↓ ξ

n∈
/ f n(ξ)

∆ . ν(n :: L).S ↓ ξ

Table 3. Barbs

Definition 2. We define a permutation relation perm as the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of the following rule: if m ∈
/ Ln , n ∈
/ Lm , m 6= n then
perm(∆ # m :: Lm # n :: Ln # Π, ∆ # n :: Ln # m :: Lm # Π).
This permutation relation creates equivalence classes of configurations that have
the same topological structure that is induced by the hierarchical relationship of
the ambients in the domain of the configurations. Let us now extend the structural equivalence of systems, ≡, to structural equivalence of formations, where
two formations ∆1 . S1 and ∆2 . S2 are structurally equivalent if perm(∆1 , ∆2 )
and S1 ≡ S2 .
3.2

Barbs

Our aim is to provide co-inductive relations that relate two formations that
are externally indistinguishable. However, since we are considering secrecy of
confidential information contained in systems, we want to reason about systems
whose actions are indistinguishable even while sending and receiving different
secrets. In that regard, we now define a predicate traditionally referred to as
barbs that describes the actions a system can be observed to take. These actions
will not indicate what messages (if any) are involved in the actions. We define
the set of barbs exhibited by a system using the rules in Table 3, where we denote
S exhibits a barb ξ in the configuration ∆ by ∆ . S ↓ ξ. We define the barbs by
descending through the syntax of the systems. Systems are mainly composed of
ambients in parallel. Each ambient contains a process and hence we consider all
the visible actions such processes can take. The empty system does not exhibit
any barb. For the process inside an ambient only movement and communication
actions are observable; other process constructs like pattern matching are not
observable. The barb send m indicates that an ambient wants to send some
message over the channel m. However receiving a message is not a barb in our
system. The reason is that in a broadcast system a broadcaster or sender of a

message can send a message, but whether the message was actually heard by
anyone is not observable. An ambient may even send a message in a channel to
which no one is listening. Similarly, entering, but not exiting, an ambient is an
observable action as exiting does not require any form of permission from the
ambients involved. The barb in (n, m) indicates that the ambient n is trying
to enter ambient m. Similarly, the barb in(n, µ) indicates that the ambient n is
allowing some ambient to enter it. The match operator takes an ambient name
and a µ and determines whether the µ in the provided permission matches the
name of the ambient which is trying to enter, as match(n,µ) = (µ = ∨ µ = n).
3.3

Labeled Transition Semantics
L

Using formations, we introduce the labeled transition relation −
→⊆F ×L×F
for Secure Broadcast Ambients, where the transitions take one formation to another with the label L where L can either be a barb or the silent unobservable
action τ . The transition semantics is given in Table 4. We now describe some
interesting transition rules. In the Broadcast Message rule, we have a number of recipients waiting to receive a message being sent to an ambient, n. When
an ambient sends a message to n, the communication completes. However, the
communication should only occur if the configuration implies that the sender is
either n itself or a child of n and the recipients are all children of n or n itself.
Hence, we impose some side conditions for this rule. The first condition ensures
that all ambients mentioned are described by the configuration ∆. The second
condition ensures that n is either the sender or the sender is a child of n. It also
ensures that the recipients are either children of n or n itself. After the communication, the sender proceeds with the rest of its code and a message variable
substitution occurs for the recipient system. We now consider the ambient entry rule. As mentioned earlier an ambient needs specific permission to be able
to enter another ambient. If there is a matching permission then an enter action
is performed. In the rule Enter, n wants to enter ambient m. Ambient m has
a permission prefix which has to either allow any ambient access to enter m or
specifically allow ambient n to enter m. We also impose restrictions so that an
ambient cannot enter an ambient it is already in. The other condition for this
rule is to ensure that adding m as a parent of n will not introduce a cycle in
the ancestry of n. After gaining entry into the ambient m, the parent list of n
is updated. For the exit action in rule Exit, we check that the ambient requesting to exit from an ambient is actually a child of that ambient. The unlabeled
transition system, →⊆ F × F is obtained by simply removing the labels from
the labeled transitions.
3.4

Testing Equivalence

We now define the concept of testing a system in the manner of [1]. Intuitively
it represents all tests an external system can make on any context in order to
gather information about it. A formation ∆.T is a context for a formation ∆0 .S
if ∆0 ◦∆.(S|| T ) is a formation. ◦ is a function which composes two configurations

Broadcast Message:
k
\

mj ∈ dom(∆), j = 0, . . . , k ∧ n ∈

({mj } ∪ ∆(mj ))

j=0
send m

0
∆ . (m0 [hM in .P ]|| (x)n (m1 [P1 ]|| . . . || mk [Pk ])) −−−−−→
∆ . m0 [P ]|| (m1 [P1 ]|| . . . || mk [Pk ])[M/x]

Enter:
match(n, µ) ∧ m ∈
/ Ln ∧ m ∈ dom(∆)

Exit:

∆ # n :: Ln # Π . n[in m .P ]|| m[in µ .Q]
in(n,m)

−
−−−−
→ ∆ # n :: Ln ∪ {m} # Π . n[P ]|| m[Q]
FormationEquiv:
∆1 . S1 ≡ ∆01 . S10
ξ
→ ∆02 . S20
∆01 . S10 −
0
0
∆ 2 . S2 ≡ ∆ 2 . S2
ξ

∆ 1 . S1 −
→ ∆ 2 . S2

m ∈ Ln
∆ # n :: Ln # Π . n[out m .P ]
τ
−
→ ∆ #n :: Ln \ {m} # Π . n[P ]

AmbRestrict:

Parallel:
ξ

→
∆ # n :: L . S1 −
∆0 # n :: L0 . S2
ξ

ξ

→
∆ . S1 −
∆0 . S10
ξ

→
∆ . νn :: L.S1 −
∆0 . νn :: L0 .S2

∆ . (S1 || S2 ) −
→
∆0 . (S10 || S2 )

Table 4. Labeled Transition System

and returns another configuration. Its formal definition is omitted here. First we
define barb convergence in the manner of [1]. The predicate ∆ . S ⇓ ξ is true
when S is a system which can exhibit the barb ξ after zero or more transitions
under the configuration ∆. The rules for barb convergence are as follows:
Barb:
∆.S ↓ξ
∆.S ⇓ξ

Reduct:
∆ . S → ∆0 . S 0

∆0 . S 0 ⇓ ξ

∆.S ⇓ξ

Definition 3. A test of ∆ . S is a pair containing a formation ∆0 . T and a
barb ξ. ∆ . S passes the test (∆0 . T, ξ) if and only if (∆ ◦ ∆0 ) . (S|| T ) ⇓ ξ.
Definition 4. A testing preorder, v for two formations ∆1 . S1 and ∆2 . S2 is
defined as follows: ∆1 . S1 v ∆2 . S2 if for any test (∆ . T, ξ), we have that if
∆1 . S1 passes the test (∆ . T, ξ) then ∆2 . S2 passes the test (∆ . T, ξ).
Definition 5. Two formations ∆1 . S1 and ∆2 . S2 are testing equivalent, denoted by ∆1 . S1 ' ∆2 . S2 , if ∆1 . S1 v ∆2 . S2 and ∆2 . S2 v ∆1 . S1 .
3.5

Barbed Equivalence and Barbed Congruence

As mentioned in [1], testing equivalence, though elegant in concept, is hard to
deal with. Hence we need another co-inductive relation that is easier to deal with

to reason about systems being equivalent as to externally observable actions.
Such a relation will be useful if it implies testing equivalence thereby removing
the need to come up with all possible tests to determine testing equivalence. Let
us define barbed simulation as a binary relation R ⊆ F × F such that for two
formations F1 and F2 , F1 R F2 implies that,
– if F1 ↓ ξ then F2 ↓ ξ
– if F1 → F10 then there exists F20 such that F2 → F20 where F10 R F20
A barbed bisimulation is a relation R such that both R and R−1 are barbed
simulations. Barbed equivalence, written ∼,
˙ is the greatest barbed bisimulation.
Definition 6. Two formations ∆1 .S1 and ∆2 .S2 are barbed congruent, denoted
by ∆1 .S1 ∼∆2 .S2 , if for any context ∆.T , we have that (∆1 ◦∆).(S1 || T )∼(∆
˙ 2◦
∆) . (S2 || T )
Proposition 1. – Barbed congruence is reflexive, transitive and symmetric.
– Barbed congruence is a congruence on closed systems.
– Structural equivalence implies barbed congruence.
– Barbed congruence implies testing equivalence.

4

Secrecy

Secrecy of confidential information is a big issue in computer networks. The
confidential information can be login information for an online banking facility, medical information of a patient or grades of a student in a university online
grade processing system. The importance of confidentiality of these type of information is tremendous. In this section we focus on whether, during the execution
of a communication protocol, any message from a set of (secret) messages is ever
disclosed to ambients who are not trusted or authorized to receive that message.
We will use behavioral congruence to characterize processes with nondisclosure
assurance.
In real life scenarios, it is typical to have that some of the agents under
consideration are trusted. For example, in a WPA-enabled Wi-Fi network the
RADIUS authentication server is considered to be trusted; in an online banking
scenario, any authorized client and the server at the bank are considered trusted
and the login information is assumed to be known to both these parties. Hence
we wish to determine whether a system will ever reveal a set of confidential
information to distrusted agents in any possible context. In order to do that we
will introduce the concept of safe contexts. The behavioral congruence that we
have introduced before considers all possible contexts. But in order to determine
whether a system can keep some confidential information secret, we have to
impose the restriction that the context does not already contain the secrets,
because that would imply that the secret has already been revealed to the world
and is no longer a secret. We will concentrate our focus on whether contexts
that do not already know about secrets can possibly distinguish among systems
using different secrets at different times. Our analysis is an adaptation of the
work done by Abadi et al. in [1].

4.1

Safe Contexts and Secrecy in Safe Contexts

Let us now define a formation in which a set of keys are secret from ambients
not in a given set of trusted ambients. A formation (∆ . T ) is safe with respect
to a set of ambients A and a set of secret keys K if ambients not in A only see
confidential messages encrypted with the keys in K which are unknown to them.
This allows us to specify restrictions that will be imposed upon the environments
that will be composed with systems whose secrecy property we wish to check.
Definition 7. Let A be a set of ambients, K be a set of keys, X be a set of
variables and ∆ . T be a formation. ∆ . T is safe with respect to A, X and K
denoted by ♣A,X,K (∆ . T ) if ∆ . T is a well formed formation, fvĀ (T ) ⊆ X and
fkĀ (T ) ∩ K = {}.
Here by fvĀ (T ) and fkĀ (T ) we indicate the free variables and free keys appearing
in the ambients not in the set A appearing in the form m[P ] in the system T . We
now define substitutions for the free variables appearing in safe contexts where
the substitution functions will only replace each free variable with messages
encrypted with the keys that are secret from untrusted ambients. We call them
safe substitutions.
Definition 8. A substitution function σ : X −→ M is a safe substitution with
respect to a set of variables X and a set of keys K denoted by ΥX,K (σ) if dom(σ) =
X, σ is injective and for all x ∈ X, σ(x) is of the form {M }k where k ∈ K.
The following lemma states that a safe formation is structurally equivalent to
safe formations no matter what safe substitution is applied to it. Similarly a safe
formation only transitions to safe formations irrespective of the safe substitution
applied to it.
Lemma 1. Let A be a set of ambients, X be a set of variables and K be a set
of keys and ∆ . T be a formation where ♣A,X,K (∆ . T ). Let σ be a substitution
such that ΥX,K (σ).
– If ∆ . σ(T ) ≡ ∆0 . T 0 then there exists a system S such that ♣A,X,K (∆0 . S),
fv(S) ⊆ fv(T ), fk(S) ⊆ fk(T ), and T 0 = σ(S) such that whenever ΥX,K (σ 0 ),
∆ . σ 0 (T ) ≡ ∆00 . σ 0 (S), where perm(∆0 , ∆00 ).
ξ
– If ∆ . σ(T ) −
→ ∆0 . T 0 then there exists a system S such that ♣A,X,K (∆0 . S),
fv(S) ⊆ fv(T ), fk(S) ⊆ fk(T ), and T 0 = σ(S) such that whenever ΥX,K (σ 0 ),
ξ

→ ∆00 . σ 0 (S), where perm(∆0 , ∆00 ).
∆ . σ 0 (T ) −
Proof. By induction on the structure of T .
The next lemma states that the observable behaviors of a safe formation is
indistinguishable under different safe substitutions.
Lemma 2. Let A be a set of ambients, X be a set of variables and K be a set
of keys. Let σ and σ 0 be two substitutions such that ΥX,K (σ) and ΥX,K (σ 0 ). Then
{(∆ . σ(T )), (∆ . σ 0 (T ))|♣A,X,K (∆ . T )} is a barbed bisimulation.
This lemma along with Proposition 1 allows us to reason about untrusted ambient systems without having to figure out all possible tests the untrusted ambients
can perform on a system.
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Example in Secure Broadcast Ambients

We first show how to impose configurations on systems by adding a configuration
on top of part of our encoding for the home network. Assume Router is already in
the Wifi ambient and Laptop and Wifi are not inside any ambient. A possible configuration can be [Laptop :: empty # Wifi :: empty # Router :: (Wifi; empty)]. Now
the first action Laptop attempts is entering Wifi. However, the formation F0 =
[Laptop :: empty # Wifi :: empty # Router :: (Wifi; empty)] . Wifi[!in Laptop .nil]||
Laptop[in Wifi .(x)Wifi .P ] will not allow this transition as ambient Laptop is trying to enter an ambient which appears later than itself in the configuration.
In order to enable this transition, we permute the configuration to [Wifi ::
empty#Laptop :: empty#Router :: (Wifi; empty)]. This configuration is going
to allow the ambient Laptop to enter the ambient Wifi. Here is the transition:
F0 = [Laptop :: empty # Wifi :: empty # Router :: (Wifi; empty)].
Wifi[!in Laptop .nil]|| Laptop[in Wifi .(x)Wifi .P ]
≡ F1 = [Wifi :: empty#Laptop :: empty#Router :: (Wifi; empty)].
Wifi[!in Laptop .nil]|| Laptop[in Wifi .(x)Wifi .P ] →
F2 = [Wifi :: empty # Laptop :: (Wifi; empty) # Router :: (Wifi; empty)].
Wifi[!in Laptop .nil]|| Laptop[(x)Wifi .P ]
Now in the manner of [1], we show how to reason about ambient systems to
determine whether they are distinguishable from the outside world as to what
messages are being communicated in an encrypted form among them. If the
components of the home network encrypt their messages then usually the router
decrypts them and then forwards them to the worldwide internet network outside
the home network. The corresponding code for the router and the Laptop can
look like:
∆ = [Wifi :: empty # Laptop :: (Wifi; empty) # Router :: (Wifi; empty)]
S1 (M ) = Laptop[hM iWifi .nil]
S2 = Router[(x)Wifi . case x of {y}kWifi Laptop : S(y)]
F (M ) = ∆ . (νkWifi Laptop .(S1 (M )|| S2 ))
S2spec (M ) = Router[(x)Wifi . case x of {y}kWifi Laptop : S(M )]
Fspec (M ) = ∆ . (νkWifi Laptop .(S1 (M )|| S2spec (M )))
Now what we would like to have is that for any closed term M , F (M ) '
Fspec (M ), that is for any closed term, the external world will not be able to
distinguish among whether a system sending a specific message was being considered or whether a system handling any message was being considered. In
other words the outside world will not be able to distinguish among systems
handling different set of messages, and will get same set of responses from all
possible tests. However, as we have Proposition 1, we do not need to test the
two systems with all possible tests, we only need to determine whether they are
barb congruent or not:
∆ . (νkWifi Laptop .(S1 (M )|| S2spec (M ))) ∼ ∆ . (νkWifi Laptop .(S1 (M )|| S2 )

By the definition of ∼, we know that we need to show that for all contexts ∆0 .T ,
0
∆◦∆0 .(νkWifi Laptop .(S1 (M )|| S2spec (M )))|| T ∼∆◦∆
˙
.(νkWifi Laptop .((S1 (M )|| S2 )|| T )

/ fk(T ). Then we will
Without loss of generality we can assume that kWifi Laptop ∈
need to show that for all contexts,
∆ ◦ ∆0 . νkWifi Laptop .(S1 (M )|| S2spec (M )|| T )∼∆
˙ ◦ ∆0 . νkWifi Laptop .(S1 (M )|| S2 || T )
Since barb equivalence is preserved by restriction (proof not given in this work),
we only need to show that
∆ ◦ ∆0 . (S1 (M )|| S2spec (M )|| T )∼∆
˙ ◦ ∆0 . (S1 (M )|| S2 || T )
To prove that, we use a substitution function σ = {x 7→ {M }kWifi Laptop } where
Υ{x},{kWifi Laptop } (σ). We then introduce a relation S: F1 SF2 if and only if F1 =
∆ ◦ ∆0 . (S2spec (M )|| T1 σ) and F2 = ∆ ◦ ∆0 . (S2 (M )|| T1 σ) for some T1 such that
♣A,X,K (δ ◦ ∆0 . T1 ), where A = {Router, Laptop}, X = {x} and K = kWifi Laptop .
Here, δ ◦ ∆0 . T1 σ represents both S1 (M ) and contexts that they do not already
know of the key being used between the Router and the Laptop, that is kWifi Laptop
is not known by any ambient other than Router and Laptop in them. The rest of
the proof consists of proving that S ∪ ∼
˙ is a barbed bisimulation.
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Related work

Mobile ambients have been extended in various ways since their introduction. In
[3], boxed ambients removed the ability of ambients to open, and added the ability for parent and child ambients to communicate by communication channels.
Safe ambients [12] and subsequently NBA(New Boxed Ambients)[4] allowed the
ambient being entered or exited the power to grant (or by omission, deny) the
requested entrance or egress. We removed the egress permission to be able to
model situations where a mobile device is simply turned off.
Let us now consider the existing broadcast calculi like CBS [20] and bπ[7].
They overcome the limitations of CCS and π-calculus respectively, by allowing
one-to-many communication. However, these calculi were not designed to model
regions of computation where the regions are capable of restricting access to
themselves. Hennessy et al. gives a theory of bisimulation equivalence and equational theory and finitary proof system for both the strong and weak versions
of the bisimulation equivalences for CBS in [10]. The calculus for Higher Order
Broadcast System, HOBS is presented in [19], which is a higher order extension
of CBS. Nanz et al. extend CBS to CBS# in [17], where they confine broadcast
communication to local rooms and impose graphical restrictions on being able
to listen in a particular region. However, their regions are not actively mobile.
Moraru et al. suggests in [16] how the broadcast communication mechanism of
CBS can be extended to the ambient calculus as given in [9]. Prasad suggests
ways of modeling “globally asynchronous, locally synchronous” broadcast communication scenarios using Mobile Broadcasting Systems, MBS in [21]. Mezzetti

et al. present Calculus of Wireless Systems (CWS) in [13], where they extend
CBS to accommodate nonatomic communication action of wireless networks.
Their focus is on modeling wireless communication protocols among usually immobile domains like sensor networks. They use locations and radius to define
transmission regions instead of connectivity graphs like CBS#. Their regions,
like CBS# are also immobile.
Among the process calculi where the method of communication is not broadcast, a related work is the work on distributed π-calculus [11] by Hennessy et
al. where we have locations and code mobility among locations. The topology of
locations is flat in their calculus and they have code movement but not location
movement. Another related calculus is the m-calculus as given in [22] which is a
higher-order extension of [8]. Their location topology is tree-structured, with the
programmable access control to locations. Another related calculus is the seal
calculus given in [6]. However, seals are different from ambients in the structure
of their hierarchy and because seals are not subjectively mobile like ambients.
Discretionary ambients by Nielson et al. [18] equip safe ambients with discretionary and mandatory access control.
A related work is that of bigraphs by Milner presented in [14]. Bigraphs are
actually a pair of two graphs, a topograph, describing actual physical location
and a link graph which describes communication links which does not care about
the physical positions. Place graphs are forests of unordered trees whereas our
topology is a collection of directed acyclic graphs. Link graphs allow channels
between arbitrary pair of agents. They do not have to be adjacent in any way.
They lack any mechanism of enforcing access restrictions.

7

Conclusion

We defined Secure Broadcast Ambients which is capable of modeling broadcast
communication within a domain. Our calculus allows a directed acyclic graph
topology of the location of our agents, hence our topology is more flexible than
the usual tree structured one. Our domains or systems are also capable of restricting access to themselves. We then provide co-inductive relations to reason
about whether an ambient system keeps a set of messages secret by using encryption. We provide a scenario which our calculus can model more succinctly
than other calculi. We present the modeling of this scenario in our calculus to
demonstrate the strengths and capabilities of our calculus.
Our calculus however only handles symmetric encryption at this point. Hence
we are not capable of modeling communication protocols requiring asymmetric
encryption. Developing a complete theory for handling asymmetric encryption is
a future goal for us. Also, we intend to apply our calculus for modeling and reasoning about workflows specially workflows where confidentiality and integrity of
the data involved is a very significant concern. We have modeled the Automated
Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) workflow for hospital data management, being developed at UIUC, using our calculus. We are working towards
proving security properties of such scenarios.
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